1. Electrical duct. The two sections shown here are for general reference. Quantity of ducts per duct bank per specific project requirements. Unless otherwise noted, all ducts in concrete shall be 4" in diameter.

2. Concrete encasement. 3500 PSI rated, red colored concrete. Dye may be integral to pour or red stain applied to top of duct bank after pour. Unless otherwise allowed by project management, encasement shall maintain a minimum cover of 18" from top of concrete duct bank to finished grade.

3. Provide non-metallic down conduits & supporting members as required to prevent ducts from floating and to support spacers during concrete placement (supporting members not shown on this sheet).

4. Non-metallic base and intermediate spacers as required. Arrange so that ducts stay centered within the duct bank on all sides. Provide spacers every five feet on center, nominal.

5. Maintain a minimum of 3" concrete cover over rebar & conduit throughout the duct bank on all sides, top & bottom.

6. #4 continuous rebar horizontally near top of the duct bank. Provide a minimum of two pieces of rebar equally spaced across the duct bank. Provide additional rebar if duct bank is wider than two ducts across.

GENERAL NOTES

1. All dimensions shown here are minimum dimensions.

2. Scale duct bank up in size as required for larger duct groupings. Maintain dimensional relationships shown here.

KEY NOTES

1. Electrical duct. The two sections shown here are for general reference. Quantity of ducts per duct bank per specific project requirements. Unless otherwise noted, all ducts in concrete shall be 4" in diameter.

2. Concrete encasement. 3500 PSI rated, red colored concrete. Dye may be integral to pour or red stain applied to top of duct bank after pour. Unless otherwise allowed by project management, encasement shall maintain a minimum cover of 18" from top of concrete duct bank to finished grade.

3. Provide non-metallic down conduits & supporting members as required to prevent ducts from floating and to support spacers during concrete placement (supporting members not shown on this sheet).

4. Non-metallic base and intermediate spacers as required. Arrange so that ducts stay centered within the duct bank on all sides. Provide spacers every five feet on center, nominal.

5. Maintain a minimum of 3" concrete cover over rebar & conduit throughout the duct bank on all sides, top & bottom.

6. #4 continuous rebar horizontally near top of the duct bank. Provide a minimum of two pieces of rebar equally spaced across the duct bank. Provide additional rebar if duct bank is wider than two ducts across.